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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which 
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best source for information, education and entertainment news. As a training program, the 
Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles of journalism. It teaches 
students to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the decision making of the 
community at large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills 
needed to succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509) 963-1073 or e-mail 
us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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Marijuana legislation breaks ground
BY AARON KUNKLER
Staff Reporter
Voters in Washington and Colorado 
have legalized the possession, sale and 
production of  recreational marijuana, 
though the two policies vary in many 
ways. 
In Colorado, individuals may grow up 
to six plants for personal use. This comes 
with stipulations such as allowing no more 
than three plants to be in the fl owering 
phase of  growth at a time, and prohibit-
ing individuals from selling homegrown 
marijuana without a license. 
Initiative 502 in Washington did not 
include a similar provision, so growing 
marijuana without a permit in Washing-
ton is still a crime, and felony laws apply.
Alison Holcomb, criminal justice di-
rector of  the ACLU of  Washington and 
a key contributor to the drafting of  I-502, 
said they were being pragmatic in their 
efforts. Much of  the initiative was based 
on preliminary polling to help ensure its 
passage.
“The model that Washington put for-
ward is a more politically viable model,” 
Holcomb said. “People were much more 
comfortable with a system closely resem-
bling that of  hard alcohol.”
Jim Doherty, a consultant for LEAP, 
or Law Enforcement Against Prohibition, 
said both states took the federal laws into 
consideration. 
“I think both states wanted something 
they thought would work, and not get too 
much push-back from the federal govern-
ment,” Doherty said.
Another difference is that Colorado 
patched its recreational market on top of  
its existing medical marijuana industry, 
which was robust, Holcomb said. Many 
of  the recreational regulations mirror the 
already existing medical marijuana regu-
lations, such as allowing patients to grow 
their own.
Further, Colorado allowed only the 
medical dispensaries to opt into the rec-
reational market.
Holcomb said that dispensaries in 
Colorado must produce 70 percent of  the 
marijuana that they sell. 
In Washington, I-502 remained silent 
on the medical marijuana industry. Only 
new vendors can enter the recreational 
market, and retailers cannot be involved 
with the production or processing of  
marijuana.
Even some plant materials are off  lim-
its in Washington.
“You are only able to purchase usable 
marijuana, and usable marijuana does 
not include seeds,” said Mikhail Carpen-
ter, spokesman for the Washington Li-
quor Control board. 
Diane Goldstein, a representative of  
LEAP, said the Washington model will 
be a more realistic template for legaliza-
tion in other states, many of  which have 
yet to approve even medicinal marijuana 
legislation. 
“Washington was a bit more conser-
vative with how they saw the adult use 
market developing,” Goldstein said. “Ev-
ery state should develop their own policy, 
based on the needs of  their state.”
Eventually, Holcomb said legislation 
barring individuals from growing their 
own  marijuana plants may  change. 
“Just as we’ve seen liquor and alcohol 
laws evolve over time,” Holcomb said, 
“I think we’ll see the same happen with 
marijuana laws.”
BY SULLIVAN CARTER 
Contributing Writer
Marijuana has been legal in Washing-
ton for 17 months, but the time everyone 
has been waiting for is right around the 
corner: marijuana retail. 
The Washington State Liquor Control 
Board is holding its lottery  this week to 
randomly select applicants to win retail 
licenses from the state. 
“Each county will have their own lot-
tery,” said Brian Smith, communications 
director for the WSLCB.
The state is allowing a total of  334 
marijuana retail stores, and each county 
is being given a portion of  the 334 based 
on its population. Kittitas County will be 
allowed four total stores, two in the city of  
Ellensburg. More than 2,100 businesses 
applied for licenses throughout the state, 
with 16 businesses seeking 20 outlets in 
Kittitas County.
All applicants from each county will be 
selected at random and placed in order 
from fi rst-selected to last. The state will 
reassess the applicants and check for zon-
ing and other legal issues. The winners 
will be notifi ed May 1, and the public will 
be told the following day.
The retail lottery is being run by the 
independent accounting fi rm Kraght-
Snell of  Seattle, the same fi rm that runs 
the Washington State Lottery, and the 
Social and Economic Sciences Research 
Center of  Washington State University. 
“We are excited about the lottery,” 
said one local applicant who didn’t want 
to be named. “We have been at this for 
over a year.”
The Ellensburg City Council unani-
mously passed zoning regulations for re-
tail shops in early February. There must 
be a 1,000-foot buffer around schools, 
daycares, parks, libraries and other gov-
ernment establishments. 
City Planner Lance Bailey said that 
leaves available for retail only the corner 
of  Seventh Avenue and Water Street in 
the downtown district. And the city map 
shows a fairly small area further south, 
near the intersection of  East Tacoma Av-
enue and South Main Street.
Spencer Hansen contributed to this report
E-burg gets ready for retailers
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BY R. TROY PETERSON
Staff Reporter
On April 17, Central’s Museum of  
Culture and Environment held an open-
ing reception for the museum’s new ex-
hibit, “How Did the Cougar Cross the 
Road?”
The exhibit highlights the Snoqualmie 
Pass stretch of  Interstate 90 (I-90), which 
has been undergoing road construction as 
part of  a new conservation project. The 
project is a cooperative effort between the 
United States Forest Service, the Washing-
ton state Department of  Transportation 
(WSDOT), and Central’s  College of  Sci-
ences.
The exhibit was designed to be an en-
gaging, interactive experience where peo-
ple of  all ages could come together and 
learn, according to Mark Auslander, di-
rector of  the Museum of  Culture and En-
vironment. The exhibit itself  is centered 
on a miniature wildlife crossing, which was 
built by Chris Coski, an employee of  Cen-
tral’s facilities department. 
The reception was hosted by Auslander 
and Associate Dean of  the College of  
Sciences David Darda. Darda called the 
event a great turnout for the museum here 
at Central.
 The Museum of  Culture and Environ-
ment is an interdisciplinary approach to 
deal with the university’s diverse depart-
ments, Darda said. He also explained the 
relationship between Central, WSDOT 
and the Forest Service.
Darda emphasized the mission of  Cen-
tral, which is produce research which is in 
the public’s interest.
“And this project does exactly that,” 
Darda said of  the I-90 wildlife project.
According to Darda, Central has had 
many students go into internships and ca-
reers with the Forest Service. Darda said 
the event also celebrated Central’s coop-
eration with the Forest Service.
The opening reception featured talks 
from individuals who had experience with 
the history of  I-90. The talks expanded on 
the exhibit itself, which covered the history 
of  Snoqualmie Pass as well as the recent 
wildlife project.
Two of  the featured speakers were WS-
DOT employees Brian White and Jason 
Smith, who spoke about the technical side 
of  the I-90 wildlife project. Darda said 
that both White and Smith had visited 
Central, primarily the College of  Sciences 
to get information for the project.  
White explained that while the project 
does indeed help wildlife populations, it 
doesn’t end there. 
“A lot of  people think it’s about ava-
lanches, or they think it’s about wildlife 
connectivity, or they think it’s about add-
ing lanes, and it’s really about all that,” 
White said.
White, who helped design the project, 
said that the first two phases of  the I-90 
project were completed, and that the WS-
DOT was working with legislators for 
funding. He also said construction on the 
first wildlife overpass crossing was going to 
begin. 
Gold Creek construction, according 
to White, has already been completed. It 
allows animals to move underneath the 
roadway. Smith said one of  the goals of  
the Gold Creek aspect was to reconnect el-
ements of  the watershed areas in a 15 mile 
stretch of  highway. The 120 foot bridges 
are now replaced by two bridges, one 930 
feet and a 1,085 feet. 
According to White, the project not 
only focuses on wildlife conservation but 
also on preventing issues from avalanches. 
He says it allows avalanches to go under-
neath the roadways.
Getting a proper understanding on the 
project was tough for the WSDOT, ac-
cording to Smith. This lead the involve-
ment of  other organizations, including 
Central.
“We needed to be able to engage a lot 
of  people from different disciplines to be 
able to completely understand what we 
were undertaking,” Smith said.
Smith explained that Central’s role in 
the project was mainly with the low mo-
bility species, including how to get species 
like pikas to use the overpass and how they 
would need to be created.
Another featured speaker was Yvonne 
Prater, author of  the book Snoqualmie 
Pass: From Indian Trial to Interstate. The 
book was first published in 1981.  
Prater explained the development of  
the Snoqualmie area and focused on the 
human use of  the area. Her talk included 
rare photographic slides of  the history of  
the area.
Prater praised the good work being 
done on Snoqualmie Pass by the WS-
DOT, the Forest Service, and Central. 
“I feel honored to be a part of  all this,” 
Prater said of  the reception.
Don Whitehouse, the regional director 
of  the south central region of  the WS-
DOT, was impressed by both the recep-
tion and the exhibit.  
“Great turnout. I thought it was an ex-
cellent event,” Whitehouse said.
Caleb Loughran, a Central herpetol-
ogy graduate student who attended the 
opening reception, was also impressed.  
“I think it’s a terrific exhibit,” Loughran 
said. “It’s a great way to present a lot of  
the research that goes on to the public in a 
very engaging way.”
Museum shows Snoqualmie construction
COUGAR CROSSING Mark Auslander, museum director, demonstrates the new ecological displays on the I-90 crossing exhibit.
NICK TERREL/OBSERVER
INTERACTIVE EXHIBIT  The museum invited attendees to explore the new display.
NICK TERREL/OBSERVER
Conservation project will aid wildlife, genetic diversity
BY KRISTI YOUNG
Staff Reporter
A security fl aw in a wide range of  
web servers known as Heartbleed has led 
many individuals to fear for the security 
of  their personal information on the in-
ternet. 
According to Andreas Bohman, as-
sistant vice president of  Information 
Security at Central, Heartbleed is a vul-
nerability, or bug, in OpenSSL, a system 
commonly used to secure communica-
tion. Heartbleed was introduced as a 
mistake in 2012 and was not detected 
until a security researcher with Google 
found the vulnerability two years later. 
“[Heartbleed] became a big deal be-
cause it is an extensive vulnerability,” 
Bohman said. “It allows someone to es-
sentially read confi dential information 
off  the server, including passwords and 
usernames.”
One of  the reasons this particular bug 
has become such a threat is because of  
its impact. Internet users who take ad-
vantage of  Facebook, Gmail, Amazon 
and other popular websites are using 
the same kind of  software. Any accounts 
using the software could be affected, ac-
cording to Chris Timmons, a senior net-
work engineer in Information Services at 
Central. 
“The potential number of  individuals 
that would be affected by this would be 
in the millions,” Timmons said.
Part of  the problem with the Heart-
bleed vulnerability, according to David 
Hart, network engineer and interim di-
rector of  networks and operations, is that 
the vulnerability looks like normal traffi c. 
Central uses the OpenSSL program 
and was potentially vulnerable to Heart-
bleed, but the university’s reaction to the 
vulnerability was quick. Bohman says 
that as soon as Information Services 
found out about the vulnerability, they 
started a scan internally and externally 
for a range of  OpenSSL versions from 
1.0.1 through 1.0.1f.
“The good news is that all our outfac-
ing critical web portals were not impact-
ed,” Bohman said. 
The scans found that some internal 
systems were impacted, but these systems 
were patched right away to prevent fur-
ther compromise. 
“Now we’re in the process of  revoking 
and reissuing security certifi -
cates, because if  someone 
had exploited this vulner-
ability internally,” Bohman 
said.  “You can patch the 
system, but if  they have 
your security certifi cate, 
even if  it was patched, 
they’re still going to 
get in through the sys-
tem.”
Student informa-
tion was unaffected by 
Heartbleed. Central 
uses PeopleSoft to store 
student information 
to ensure their privacy. 
Some of  the programs that 
were affected were admin-
istrative systems used to control 
the network, says Bohman. Those 
systems are only accessed by the In-
formation Services personnel.
“None of  our PeopleSoft environ-
ments were vulnerable to this particular 
vulnerability, and our student data was 
safe,” Bohman said. 
To some of  the Information Services 
team members, there is more good news 
to be found in the aftermath of  Heart-
bleed and some benefi ts to reap from a 
vulnerability of  this scale.
“[Heartbleed] means that some in-
formation that we thought was private, 
might not be private on the inter-
net,” Hart said. “It also means 
the internet community is quick 
to react.”
There are 
w e b s i t e s 
with lists of  
which sites 
have and 
have not 
been affect-
ed, as well 
as what 
has been 
p a t c h e d 
and what 
has not 
b e e n 
patched, 
according 
to Hart. 
T i m -
m o n s believes this 
vu lner- ability brings a 
unique opportunity for internet user 
awareness outside of  seeing only the 
benefi ts in the internet’s capabilities. 
“The awareness that’s created by 
some of  these events is benefi cial,” Tim-
mons said.
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Heartbleed misses Central
No major systems compromised, says ITAM
Measles risk continues to spread
BY KELSIE MILLER
Staff Reporter
As measles cases continue to spread 
across Washington state, Kittitas County 
remains unaffected, but residents should 
still make sure they have been vaccinated.
Liz Whitaker, community health ser-
vices supervisor of  the Kittitas County 
Public Health Department, said the mea-
sles outbreak could be a cause for concern 
to those who are not immune to measles. 
Most people who have had two doses of  
the vaccine, or who were born before 
1957, will be immune to measles.
In Washington State, two index cases 
of  measles have caused the spread of  the 
disease elsewhere in the state. A total of  
12 cases have been identifi ed so far in the 
state. 
Whitaker said although there has been 
one exposure in Kittitas County, the per-
son was found to be immune to measles. 
In Kittitas County, Whitaker said, there 
are some children who cannot be vacci-
nated due to “immune system concerns,” 
and in order to protect those people in 
those cases, others around them have to 
keep from getting measles, so that they do 
not spread it. 
Whitaker said that people who are sus-
ceptible to the measles virus are vulner-
able if  they go to a foreign country where 
the virus is more common. 
Kittitas County by nature is an area of  
heavy transit, with students and families 
traveling across the state for weekends or 
breaks. If  residents plan to travel, Whita-
ker said, they should remain aware of  
where the affected regions are.
Early symptoms of  measles include fe-
ver, cough and fl u-like symptoms. Measles 
is highly contagious, so if  a person thinks 
they may have been exposed, Whitaker 
said they should stay home, see their doc-
tor as soon as possible and avoid public 
places. The illness spreads quickly be-
tween people, especially in crowded areas.
“For two hours after a person who is 
contagious with measles leaves a room, 
other people who come into that room 
could be exposed to it because of  the sus-
pended droplets in the air that spread the 
measles around,” Whitaker said.
Rebecca Pearson, associate professor 
and program director of  the public health 
program, said that in the recent years, 
some people are experiencing vaccine re-
luctance due to misinformation from the 
media. 
Pearson urged people to get informa-
tion about vaccines from public health ex-
perts, such as state or county departments 
of  health, to do research before assuming 
other information they see is factual and 
to get themselves and their children vac-
cinated.
“Vaccines are safe and effective. Vac-
cines prevent disease,” Pearson said.
Changes in vaccine behavior result in 
children being more vulnerable because 
they aren’t immune nor have they experi-
enced the actual disease, said Pearson.  
“There’s a generation of  young people 
who doesn’t get exposed to … the actual 
disease, and they haven’t been vaccinat-
ed,” Pearson said. “So if  an illness comes 
to the fl oor again, then they’re more vul-
nerable.”
Alice Bowman, a health educator at 
Central’s Wellness Center, said that herd 
immunity is an important aspect of  societ-
ies staying free of  communicable diseases. 
Bowman said people should get vaccinat-
ed even if  they’ve never been sick. 
“If  you’re not doing it for yourself, do it 
for the people around you,” Bowman said.
Bowman said the best step that students 
can take is to know the warning signs and 
the symptoms of  measles. 
Bowman recommends that students 
who are exposed to the virus  get checked 
up by a doctor as soon as possible to pro-
tect themselves and the people around 
them.
Whitaker said that the concerns of  par-
ents about their own children experienc-
ing discomfort due to vaccines are under-
standable, but most of  those experiences 
are normal and that the greater good of  
the public should be considered.
“I’m a public health professional, so I 
think in terms of  everybody, our commu-
nity, what’s best for everybody, and what’s 
best for everybody is usually that as many 
people as possible get vaccinated,” Whita-
ker said.
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BY HOUSTON CARR
Staff Reporter
Central’s Rape Aggression Defense 
(RAD) course is one way Central tries to 
educate women on self-defense.
The course is currently being taught 
by police officers and two members of  the 
Central faculty. Captain Jason Berthon-
Koch has been in charge of  RAD for 10 
years and will continue doing so for the 
foreseeable future. 
There is currently only one course be-
ing taught for women on campus but if  
enough interest is shown by males on or 
off  campus, there could be another sec-
tion for males added to the curriculum.
RAD starts off  with a lot of  education: 
risk awareness, risk avoidance, how to an-
swer the door safely and other issues that 
could put unaware students at risk. Sexual 
assault and partying is a big topic that is 
discussed in class.  The educational por-
tion of  the course lays the foundation for 
the rest of  the course and leads right into 
the physical portion.
“We like to talk about these things be-
cause a lot of  people don’t know how to 
do them, or they just don’t think about 
them,” Koch said. “Simple steps to just 
make them be safer. It’s really what it is 
all about.”
The physical portion of  the course 
starts off  with the basics of  how women 
can use the strength they have in the most 
effective manner during an attack. They 
are taught how to block strikes and get out 
of  a bear hug. After being taught these 
techniques, there is a simulation night.
“It is the last class of  each quarter. Stu-
dents have termed it fight night, because 
essentially that is what it is,” Koch said.
Each instructor gets protective gear and 
goes through three or four choreographed 
simulations with the students. The simu-
lations are choreographed so they are as 
realistic as possible. 
Fight night is optional for many rea-
sons. Some members of  the class may be 
sexual assault survivors, or just do not feel 
comfortable acting out the simulations.
Taryn Parsons, senior clinical physiol-
ogy major, took the class one quarter be-
cause she worked the night shift at a hotel 
and believed learning self-defense would 
be in her best interest. 
“I loved the class. It didn’t take all 
quarter and wasn’t a big time commit-
ment. Any woman should take this class. 
If  I was going to give any advice to people 
taking this class for the first time, it would 
be don’t stress about fight night,” Parsons 
said. “Everyone was stressed out about it, 
but once you got into it, it was a lot of  fun. 
It was a total adrenaline high.”
This course is instructed by two women 
along with the police officers, which makes 
the class less intimidating for an all female 
class.
“If  I were a female student taking that 
class, for me it would make a difference 
to have a woman there at some point, 
because I would feel like she gets it. She 
would be thinking of  the same safety con-
cerns that I would,” Easlick said. “I think 
it makes a difference, and is important, to 
have a female instructor.”
Central educates female students with defense class
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DEFENSE TACTICS Jason Berthon-Koch demonstrates one of the class techniques.
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BY ADAM WILSON
Scene Editor
I think I’m doing 
Instagram wrong.
My #WCW (Wom-
anCrush Wednesday) 
history to date includes 
Natalie Dormer, Eme-
lia Clark and Tricia 
Helfer. The former 
two are “Game of  
Thrones” actresses and 
the latter is one of  the 
Cylon actresses from Battlestar Galactica.
I’m a nerdy guy, and even though I’m 
gay I can appreciate the women who take 
their fantasy roles seriously.
I think I might be doing my Wednes-
days wrong, as well as my #MCMs (Man-
Crush Monday), because every time I see 
someone post with the hashtag it is a photo 
of  their signifi cant other.  I should proba-
bly stop posting #MCM and #WCW un-
til I get a boyfriend, so I can post a weekly 
photo of  how awesome he is.
Actually, no, I think everyone who does 
this is kinda missing the point.
No one likes to see their friends’ lovey-
dovey nonsense on their Facebook news 
feeds.  If  I can expect you to post a new 
picture of  your “wonderful” girlfriend 
or your “amazing” boyfriend every week 
without fail all it’s going to do is drive me 
to the unfollow button on your profi le - a 
rare honor only given to people who post 
selfi es with subtitles like “I’m Hungry” 
and other attention-grabbing nonsense.
You remember those kids from high 
school (for some freshmen this is probably 
still happening in their circle of  friends) 
who never stopped posting about every 
moment of  their relationship? Remember 
how annoying it was?
That’s what it feels 
like, albeit to a lesser 
degree, when you 
slap a few fi lters on 
your photos to dra-
matize how amazing 
your relationship is 
with whomever you 
happen to be dating.
All you’re doing 
is shoving it down 
the throats of  your 
friends who already 
see you hanging out 
with your signifi cant 
other, who you prob-
ably spent the fi rst few 
weeks kissing and cuddling in front of  
while you were still in the honeymoon 
phase.
The only reason any of  us put up with 
that is because we want to see our friends 
be happy, but it’s kinda disgusting after a 
while, if  not immediately.  It’s a breath of  
fresh air when it fi nally slows down, but 
putting your “crush” on the pedestal-
gram is just going to insta-remind us how 
much we hated it.
It’s a well-established social norm that 
a “ManCrush” or “WomanCrush” is sup-
posed to refer to the gender we aren’t at-
tracted to (a straight male has a mancrush, 
for example), and it bothers me that we 
don’t utilize the hashtags like that. 
More importantly, a Man/Woman 
Crush shouldn’t even be 
someone you know 
personally. It should 
be a celebrity – 
someone whom you 
would never ever 
have a chance to 
score with, while at 
the same time some-
one you can crush 
on without it being 
creepy.
That’s how I’ve 
always known the 
term to be, and see-
ing it be used to show 
off  a signifi cant other sig-
nifi cantly bothers me.  There’s no chance 
she’s so great you forgot about ever being 
“in love” with Emma Watson.  His per-
sonality didn’t make Bradley Cooper’s 
eyes stop being so beautiful.
So, please, just stop abusing the 
hashtags to show off  your signifi cant oth-
ers.  No one wants to see it, and you’re not 
even doing it right. #realtalk.
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BY BRYAN ELLIOTT
BOD President
As student gov-
ernment president 
,I have received 
feedback from sev-
eral students on how 
they feel the current 
ASCWU Board of  
Directors has repre-
sented their voices 
on campus and in 
the community. 
While these students expressed sat-
isfaction with the work that the BOD 
has done this year on their behalf, some 
were concerned that we haven’t taken a 
tougher stance on issues that affect stu-
dents every day. 
Probably the most important issue on 
students’ minds is the rising cost of  tu-
ition. I understand the temptation to get 
angry and frustrated. I also understand 
that as your student government it is our 
job fi rst and foremost to represent you. 
Sometimes this requires us to stand up 
and confront policies that would nega-
tively affect students, often times though 
it is collaboration and not confrontation 
that yields the best results. 
Over the past year, I have found that 
the most valuable asset we have in nego-
tiating with our partners in the admin-
istration is a seat at the table. We speak 
for  10,000 students and that carries a 
lot of  weight. We exert this infl uence ev-
ery day through our committees and the 
shared governance process. 
However, the BOD can’t accomplish 
much that directly impacts the lives of  
students in a positive manner without 
being willing to collaborate with our 
campus partners. 
A perfect example of  this is the com-
pletion of  the Central Transit project 
this past September. This multi-year 
project was spearheaded by the student 
government, but also strongly supported 
by the administration. This is especially 
true in regards to reviewing and revis-
ing the fi nal contract to ensure Central 
and the students were getting a fair deal. 
However, we as a BOD also recognize 
there may come a time to disagree. 
Earlier this year the board distributed 
a survey about semester conversion that 
over 1,700 students responded to. Over 
80 percent of  those students came out 
opposed to any potential conversion. 
That is a message that if  the time 
comes, we’ll stand up and fi ght, but we 
will do so in a manner that preserves the 
fundamental relationship of  trust we 
have established with the administra-
tion. 
As we begin the ASCWU 2014 Elec-
tion season, candidates may be tempted 
to take a harder stance against the ad-
ministration. 
As a former candidate, I understand, 
but I would recommend that instead of  
getting angry, we all take a look at our-
selves and recognize what it is we truly 
want to accomplish to make Central a 
better place. 
We don’t always have to agree with 
the administration and the other stake-
holders on our campus, but we do have 
to be able work together. That requires 
cooperation, communication and matu-
rity – all traits that I am proud to say this 
year’s BOD has stood for. 
I am confi dent that future student 
governments will continue building re-
lationships and that this will lead to a 
better campus for all of  us.
BY SARAH RUIZ
Online Editor
When I heard about 
the Radical Beauty 
art exhibit and its call 
for art submissions, I 
knew I wanted to do 
something, but was lost 
about where to begin. 
I knew I personally 
had struggled with a 
negative body image, 
but that was just me. 
Would anyone else care? 
Then, when I thought about my 
friends, I realized I wasn’t alone. Thinking 
of  all the times I’d heard, “Man, I don’t 
feel pretty today,” and backhand com-
ments about weight that my friends had 
said about themselves, I realized I wasn’t 
the only one who looked in the mirror and 
didn’t always love what I saw. 
When I really thought about it, I won-
dered why I had such a hard time loving 
who I was and the way I looked. 
Where had I run into this internalized 
hatred for the curves I had or the way my 
left eye is always smaller than my right 
when I smile? I wasn’t perfect, and instead 
of  thinking I was unique, I thought I was 
wrong. 
I would honestly be shocked if  I met 
someone who told me they had never 
been unhappy with their appearance. I 
know men who have wanted to be buffer, 
women who have wanted to be thinner, 
and every wish in between. 
That’s when I decided what I wanted 
to do for the Radical Beauty exhibit. I 
know that most of  our ideas of  beauty 
trickle down into our everyday lives from 
the media. 
Magazines fi lled with tanned, air-
brushed models and TV shows with actors 
whose every hair is right in place, all have 
played a part in our perceptions of  beauty. 
I headed to Fred Meyer, and spent a 
solid half  an hour fl ipping through mag-
azines. I was so engrossed in these pages 
that one woman asked if  I was in charge 
of  the magazines, responsible for their dis-
tribution and organization. 
When I told her no, I had an art proj-
ect, she smiled and went searching for her 
particular magazine. When I left, I had 
over six magazines in my cart, all ready to 
be torn apart and analyzed. 
Setting all the magazines out, I saw 
a clear connection. Even the magazines 
that claim to be feminist and to empower 
females were all trying to tell us how we 
could improve. 
The pages were fi lled with claims on 
how to lose weight, get your best hairless 
skin, attract the most men, gain more sex 
appeal or how to do your makeup.
I began feverishly tearing out head-
lines, models, labels, products and every-
thing that had gotten in my head and told 
me I needed to change something. 
After I had made a collage, I gathered 
the most beautiful women I know. Girls 
who don’t shave their armpits, girls who 
don’t wear makeup, girls who have real 
curves and girls who wear religious cloth-
ing instead of  “summer’s hottest clothes.” 
I found real girls, people you see when 
you walk across campus, girls you see next 
door and know from your families. 
I asked them to let me photograph 
them just as they are – beautiful. They 
stood against a black background, and I 
took their portraits in black and white. 
I attached all four portraits to a post-
er board, and placed the bright, colorful 
headlines of  the magazines in the middle 
of  the portraits.
Everyone I know has been victim to 
not feeling good enough. Our voices are 
squashed by what society deems normal, 
so when we stand out or don’t fi t that idea, 
we’re not acceptable. 
My project is currently hanging in the 
SURC next to a beautifully designed ex-
hibit and some truly exceptional art sub-
missions from other students. 
Walking through the exhibit provides a 
unique look into challenging these ideas of  
beauty we have all been fed. 
The exhibit ends today, but I’m sure 
the impact it had on anyone who walked 
through will last much longer. 
If  you didn’t make it to the exhibit, I 
will clue you into a secret: Real beauty is 
all around you. 
To get the same message, notice we are 
all different and unique people. It may be 
hard, but pull up any insecurity you’ve 
ever had, think of  every day you changed 
your outfi t because you felt fat. 
Then take a look around you and real-
ize that real people are all different. Hu-
mans are beautiful inside and out. 
Everything about you is a wonderful 
piece of  a puzzle that makes up a larger 
picture, and a breathtaking one at that. 
Collaboration 
over 
confrontation
Call it Signi cant Other Saturday: #SOS
I am proud of my beauty
• In the article titled ‘Student garden project fi nds unlikely success’, professor Rebecca Pearson was mistakenly referred to as 
an associate professor of physical education and public health. Pearson is an associate professor of public health.
• In the same article Campus Garden Coalition was mistitled as the ‘Campus Coalition Garden’.
• Lastly, a quote that from Wil Watters was misattributed to Pearson.
• In the article ‘Oso mudslides deemed unusual,’ Tim Melbourne’s name was mispelled on page fi ve.
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BY MARIA HARR
Staff Reporter
George Frideric Handel’s famous orato-
rio, “Messiah” was performed for the fi rst 
time in Dublin this month 272 years ago. 
Today, the oratorio has become a popular 
staple for choirs during the Christmas and 
Easter seasons.
Central’s Chamber Choir and Cham-
ber Orchestra will follow the long standing 
tradition with a performance this Sunday.
Hundreds of  choirs will perform “Mes-
siah” this month, but Gary Weidenaar, 
Director of  Choral Studies, said this per-
formance will be special because they will 
be performing the entire oratorio.
“It’s humbling,” Weidenaar said, “be-
cause you fi gure it’s been done hundreds 
of  times. It’s part of  history.”
Weidenaar said, typically, choirs only 
perform selections from “Messiah,” most 
notably the Hallelujah Chorus. Central 
has performed pieces  before in 1994 and 
later in 2003. This year’s two-and-a-half-
hour performance will be the fi rst time 
Central has performed the oratorio as a 
whole.
Because of  its popularity, Weidenaar 
said it is important for students to have 
performed in something as recognizable 
and historical as Messiah. 
For both the performers and the audi-
ence, Weidenaar thinks hearing and per-
forming the whole oratorio will be a good 
experience, as very few people have seen 
the whole piece. 
The choir began learning pieces of  the 
280-page score during fall quarter and the 
orchestra will have had 11 practices by the 
time of  the performance.
Choirs usually hire four soloists for 
“Messiah,” but Central will be using tal-
ented choir students for the solos. The so-
loists will step out of  the 32-person student 
choir for those solos, which Weidenaar ad-
mits will be diffi cult near the end of  the 
two hours and 40 minutes of  music. 
“We like to feature our students when-
ever we can,” Weidenaar said. 
Choral conducting graduate student 
Megan McCormick is part of  a team of  
three graduate students doing research 
alongside Weidenaar for the performance. 
McCormick is also one of  the soprano so-
loists.
“I get to be really dramatic and make 
lots of  facial expressions,” McCormick 
said about her solo, which sets the follow-
ing scene.
As part of  her TA job for 
Chamber Choir, McCormick 
checks on the orchestra to make 
sure they’re on track 
with the 
choir.
“I’m very proud of  them,” McCor-
mick said, “They’re very professional.”
Sam Booth, orchestral conducting 
graduate student, is Chamber Orchestra 
Conductor Nikolas Caolie’s assistant, and 
will be playing the upright bass during 
“Messiah.”
Booth, with a degree in bass perfor-
mance already under his belt, is still learn-
ing “a completely different style of  music” 
with “Messiah.” Because the modern bass 
is so different from what was used in the 
past, Booth has to learn to conform to the 
older style of  playing. 
“Messiah is amazing,” Booth said. “It’s 
really transforming my view on Baroque 
style.” 
Along with conducting the choir, Wei-
denaar has been posting a new fact about 
Handel every day to Facebook for the 
24 days leading up to the performance. 
Handel himself  wrote the oratorio in 24 
days, which Booth calls “miraculous.” 
According to Jonathan Kandell of  the 
Smithsonian Magazine, the audience of  
“Messiah’s” debut performance on April 
13, 1742, was a record 700 people. In 
order to make room for the projected at-
tendance, the management of  Dublin’s 
Music Hall had asked men to leave behind 
their swords and ladies to wear dresses 
“without hoops.” 
One reason an especially large crowd 
came to the performance was to see the 
contralto Susannah Cibber, who was 
in the middle of  a scandalous divorce. 
Though her morals were seen as loose, 
those in the audience could not deny her 
lovely voice. Kandell writes, “So moved 
was the Rev. Patrick Delany that he leapt 
to his feet and cried out: ‘Woman, for this 
be all thy sins forgiven thee!’”
Booth thinks everything they’ve 
learned about Handel and Messiah from 
Weidenaar will help them perform better. 
The Weidenaar hopes the audience 
will let drama of  the story of  Messiah 
“take them.”
“It will be an emotional experience 
as well as a musical one,” Weidenaar 
said. 
BY EMILY BONTRAGER
Staff Reporter
Groups of  students gathered last 
Thursday night to showcase their talent at 
the fi rst Open Mic at Sunset of  the quar-
ter. 
This crowd slowly grew until the SURC 
pit was fi lled with performers, supporters 
and passers-by who stopped to see what 
was happening. 
About a dozen acts, comprised of  both 
individuals and groups, came to perform 
in an area free of  judgment, according to 
Campus Activities employee Isaiah Rag-
land.
“Open Mic creates a safe and fun envi-
ronment for people to come and showcase 
their talents,” Ragland, senior music ma-
jor, said. “It’s really exciting seeing what 
talents and improvements people bring 
each week.”
The crowd was very supportive of  ev-
ery student that performed, even if  the 
performer forgot the words or was ner-
vous. 
That was freshman aviation major 
John Rawlinson’s favorite part of  the en-
tire event.
“I love that I can just go up and per-
form music, because that is what music is 
to me...having fun while doing something 
I love,” Rawlinson said.
The performers at the event had most-
ly been singing, or playing instruments for 
at least  a year, but there were also individ-
uals who have been playing their instru-
ments for more than six years.
Though there may have been a gap in 
the amount of  experience that was pres-
ent, the audience was supportive through-
out the evening. 
There were no requirements to partici-
pate in Open Mic Individuals that wanted 
to perform just needed to show up prior to 
8 p.m. to sign up for the limited number 
of  slots. 
The earlier the performers showed up, 
the more likely they were to perform.
Junior psychology and criminal justice 
major Hannah Williams had never per-
formed at an Open Mic before, but at-
tended them previously to watch the other 
performers. 
Though it was something that Williams 
was interested in doing, it was really her 
friends nagging her that fi nally convinced 
her to sign up to sing. 
“I was so nervous. I had never sang in 
front of  a crowd of  people like that be-
fore,” Williams said. 
Williams was quickly welcomed to the 
stage by other performers and encouraged 
by the audience clapping along to her 
song. 
Rawlinson said that Open Mic is also 
a great way to meet new people and make 
friends with other performers or staff  
working the soundboards at the event.
All the different techniques that the 
musicians bring to their performance help 
other performers learn things they may 
not have known before.
Students could be seen helping other 
students before the start of  the show with 
potential roadblocks that could have come 
up in their performance.
By the end of  the night, the performers 
walked away with a proud feeling about 
their performance and what they had ac-
complished.
“I had so much fun once I got over the 
nerves,” Williams said, “I wish I had more 
songs ready so I could’ve kept going. This 
is something that I will defi nitely want to 
do again.”
Messiah at Central
When: Sunday, April 27 @ 4 p.m.
Where: Music Building Concert 
Hall
Cost: $8 for seniors, children, or 
students w/ CWU ID. $15 general 
admission
Students perform as the sun sets
MUSIC AND LYRICS  Hannah Williams performed “A Way Back Into Love” by 
Hugh Grant and Haley Bennett.
RACHEL CHARLTON/OBSERVER
Music dept to perform Messiah
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BY ANNIKA LYNCH
Staff Reporter
 The Clymer Museum and Gallery was 
named after John Ford Clymer, a local art-
ist born and raised in Ellensburg. In 1924, 
the young artist submitted two pen-and-
ink drawings to the Colt Firearms Com-
pany which were bought and began Cly-
mer‘s artistic journey.
Upon graduation Clymer moved to 
Vancouver, BC. He worked for mail order 
catalogs during the day and studied art at 
night while illustrating for various Cana-
dian magazines.
Clymer married his childhood sweet-
heart, Doris Schnebly, and fi ve years later 
they moved to Connecticut, taking advan-
tage of  the nearby New York market for 
illustrators. He contributed many original 
paintings for organizations including Field 
and Stream,White Horse Scotch Whiskey, 
and the Saturday Evening Post.
The Clymer Museum opened in 1989 
and hosts a large collection of  his works. 
Today the museum is fl ourishing with the 
support of  community and visitors who 
come to look and learn about the Western 
American culture.
“Part of  our focus on moving forward 
is to insure that we are including the com-
munity,” Jami Lynn Tate, museum direc-
tor and Central alumni, said. “What I 
mean by that is to make sure we have invit-
ed schools, groups, specifi c groups, all dif-
ferent types of  community involvement.”
The museum has multiple events and 
opportunities for the community to get 
involved, including the First Friday Art 
Walk.
“We have invited three different el-
ementary schools to come in and be our 
entertainment,” Tate said, adding that the 
middle school and Central are also invited 
to help.
Tate also invited the 4-H Club and 
Tribal Dancers in order to reach a larger 
audience.
The museum has developed a new pro-
gram called Junior Clymers to encourage 
youth involvement. One aspect of  this 
program will provide children with a post-
er featuring Clymer’s work upon obtain-
ing a badge from the program
Tate has also involved Central’s ROTC 
program.  She asked the organization to 
perform drills on Veterans Day, as Clymer 
was a marine during World War II. She is 
also currently trying to bring other groups 
in to help with the museum.
“I’m doing my best to try and reach out 
for different clubs to come in and be a part 
of  the Museum community,” Tate said.
Emily Kutzler, Central alumni and mu-
seum customer service representative, will 
be leaving the museum to move to the west 
side, but will take her fascination with Cly-
mer’s work with her.
“The community is so great, people 
come in saying ‘oh yeah I remember go-
ing to school with John Clymer,’” Kutzler 
said. “It’s so neat that people know more 
about [him].”
The mission of  the Clymer Museum is 
to collect, preserve, research, and interpret 
John Clymer’s art and life. The museum 
has been in Ellensburg for over 20 years 
and is an important part of  the downtown 
area.
The museum is laid out with several 
of  Clymer’s fi nest works, featuring most-
ly wildlife and accurate historical events. 
Then it goes on to the “Northwest Experi-
ence” exhibit. The museum also offers a 
gift shop with all sorts of  items, the most 
popular of  which being the Pendleton 
Blanket.
The museum also expanded to social 
media, posting to both Facebook and Pin-
terest with museum artwork and events.
A look inside the Clymer Museum
WILD, WILD HORSES  John Clymer’s art earned him several honors and awards.
COURTNEY LEWIS/OBSERVER
Clymer Museum and 
Gallery
Location: 416 N Pearl St
Hours: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Phone: 509.962.6416
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BY ShaYla anderSon
Contributing Writer
In the 11th grade, Colin Hester wrote 
a story about a guy who dies by mistake, 
leaves earth and returns to find the one 
who was supposed to die in his place. He 
took this story idea straight out of  an epi-
sode from the popular sci-fi series “The 
Twilight Zone.” 
Hester was shocked to see the high 
grade when his teacher handed it back. 
His teacher thought his writing was bril-
liant, and it was the first time someone 
recognized him for his writing. 
Hester now teaches a range of  Eng-
lish classes from English composition, to 
fiction, to professional writing. He has a 
wide range of  students, from freshmen to 
seniors, many of  whom seem to love him. 
Hester is very straightforward and 
does not sugar coat anything. He does not 
like to sit down while holding a conversa-
tion, preferring to pace back and forth in-
stead. During class he carries a yard stick 
and taps the desks as he walks by.
Hester is known to many students as 
unusual and interesting. He dresses profes-
sionally during his Monday and Wednes-
day lectures, but breaks out sweat pants 
and a baseball jersey on casual Fridays.
Before class starts, he plays music from 
YouTube as students walk in to take their 
seats. Kari Erwin, clinical physiology ma-
jor, took English 102 with Hester and said 
she enjoys listening to the songs.
“It helps to avoid the awkward silence 
before class starts and usually makes me in 
a better mood,” Erwin said.
Hester is also known to some students 
as the “weird professor” who holds office 
hours by the Cat Tracks coffee near the 
bookstore during the afternoon. He’ll get 
a cup of  coffee and grade papers on a tall 
table next to the smoothie stand. Students 
meet with him there, getting feedback on 
their rough drafts in order to earn a better 
grade.
Nicole Guptil, elementary education 
major, said she really likes Hester’s office 
hours because they are convenient. Eng-
lish is not her strong suit, but she said she 
has learned more about it from Hester 
than anywhere else.
His students also said he is very help-
ful and that his lectures are applicable to 
reality, which helps them learn the lessons 
more easily. 
Hester was born in England. When 
he was seven years old, his family moved 
to Canada. He did not like English classes 
and did what he could just to get by. He 
said he ended up failing English his se-
nior year of  high school and had to attend 
summer school.
He applied to law school twice and 
was rejected both times. While working 
at a textbook publishing company as a 
salesman from 1976 to 1990, one of  his 
coworkers had a dream of  writing a book 
and having it published.
“What a stupid dream of  writing a 
book and being famous,” he recalls think-
ing, “Yeah right!” But this moment first 
sparked the idea of  writing a novel into his 
mind.
He attended the University of  Water-
loo in Canada for his undergraduate de-
gree in sociology. He then pursued a mas-
ter’s degree in writing at the University of  
Montana.
Around this time, Hester’s dad com-
mitted suicide. His’s mother was the one 
to discover his father’s body. She immedi-
ately called him, who was 32 years old at 
the time.
“Dad’s dead,” she said. Hester was con-
fused and asked her to double check, but 
she only confirmed what she knew to be 
true. Hester got there as soon as he could. 
The police arrived and appointed Hester 
as their prime suspect out of  convenience. 
This had a major impact on him in 
every aspect in his life. He said he felt an 
enormous amount of  guilt, even though 
he had nothing to do with his dad’s death.
“I pretty much went crazy after that,” 
Hester said.
This moment in Hester’s life became 
the basis for his novel “Diamond Sutra.” 
The novel is mostly autobiographical, but 
he changed a few names and events to 
make it more like fiction.
“Diamond Sutra” follows the story of  a 
boy who finds his dead father and how he 
deals with his grief  - which Hester strug-
gles with.
“It just drives you crazy,” Hester said.
Hester began writing “Diamond Su-
tra” in 1990, and Counterpoint Press pub-
lished it in 1995.
After classes, he will jump into his car, 
drive home and pick up his book. He 
will sit there and quietly think to himself, 
“what if  he would have written something 
different or changed how it happened?” 
He likes to keep this copy to reassure him 
that he didn’t imagine his father commit-
ting suicide.
“You never really finish a book,” Hes-
ter said. 
Hester had his two sons Tristan and 
James, in 1986 and 1987. Most people 
would assume his biggest accomplishment 
is publishing a novel, but his sons are what 
he is most proud of. 
Hester’s sons are “outstanding young 
men…they are polite, very polite and 
intelligent.” One is a current student at 
Central and the other is a student at the 
University of  Montana. 
After his teaching assistant job ended at 
the University of  Montana, he came to a 
realization: “Wow, this is a real soft gig ... 
all I have to do is stand up and yell about 
verbs and nouns.” This then led him to 
teaching part time at the University of  
Montana and Lake Washington Technical 
College. His first full time teaching job was 
at the University of  Colorado.
After years of  being married to the 
mother of  his sons, they got divorced and 
he eventually ended up meeting another 
woman. He was married to this woman 
for 2004-2005. After deciding to get an-
other divorce his wife looked at him one 
day. “Colin, you should join match.com,” 
she told him, “Even you can find someone 
to tolerate you!” 
This was a major turning point in 
his life. He signed up for match.com and 
first emailed a woman on Nov. 11, 2006. It 
was a gloomy day, and he was depressed. 
Everything changed when the woman re-
plied and he eventually ended up flying 
her to Missoula, Mont. to meet.
On their next date, he flew to Washing-
ton and met her in Cle Elum. They fell in 
love and he decided to move to Mill Creek 
to be close to Susan’s house in Bothell. He 
discovered there was a university in El-
lensburg after traveling east to find a motel 
during a power outage. 
They asked the manager of  the Goose 
Creek Inn how they stayed in business. 
“Easy! The college students parents,” 
he replied. He then visited Central’s cam-
pus and immediately fell in love with it. 
In January 2008 he emailed the chair 
of  the English department and by June 
he received a teaching job. During those 
few months he was teaching English com-
position at Lake Washington Technical 
College. When he got the news of  this 
job opening, he said he was ecstatic. Four 
days before Labor Day in September, he 
and his son Tristan moved to Ellensburg. 
Hester and Susan decided to get married 
on February 26, 2011, and they are still 
married to this day. “You couldn’t find two 
happier bloody people,” Hester says. 
Growing up, Colin Hester’s dream job 
was to play second base for the New York 
Yankees. Needless to say, that dream did 
not come true. On the other hand, he 
stumbled into a wonderful job after bounc-
ing around the world for many years.
The English professor’s triumph
LECTURE  Hester engages his students with his unique form of instruction. Hester enjoys teaching in Hebeler Hall as it allows him to walk in the aisles and engage students.
NiCk Terrel/observer
Colin Hester finds happiness with Central job and family
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BY PaTIenCe CollIer
News editor
Art and Soul, the tattoo parlor on 
University Way, 
has a comfortable, 
friendly style: just 
the way Denver 
Monaghan, the art-
ist and owner, pre-
fers it.
M o n a g h a n 
opened Art and 
Soul this past Janu-
ary, after moving 
back to Ellensburg 
with his family. He 
lived in town as a 
teenager, and said 
he and his fi ance 
want to raise their son and daughter here.
“They’re what drive me to succeed,” 
Monaghan said. “I wanted to provide for 
my family, and I’m very blessed to be able 
to do artwork for a living.”
Although he will work in any style, 
Monaghan says he most enjoys working 
on abstract tattoos, and working on tat-
tooing people for the fi rst time, which he 
describes as a special bond.
“I enjoy every kind of  tattoo, but I am 
especially proud of  being able to tattoo 
fi rst-timers,” Monaghan said. “It’s a bond 
that they’ll never forget.”
Monaghan has worked in Ellensburg 
before, with Clayton Merritt, owner of  
The Roost. He always knew he wanted 
to be an artist, but he was in his twenties 
before he started working seriously on a 
career as a tattoo artist.
“My grandfather was an artist, did 
portraits and things like that, my uncle is 
a really good artist as well, and my grand-
mother was a painter,” Monaghan said. 
“So it’s always kind of  been there, I just 
didn’t know that tattooing is what I want-
ed to do until I was twenty-fi ve.”
Since then, he’s been working hard at 
improving his skill with tattoos, attend-
ing conventions, expos and conventions 
all over the region. 
He still believes the 
most important 
thing about tattoo-
ing, though, is the 
bond between artist 
and client.
Monaghan takes 
pride in his skill 
with abstract tat-
toos, but he has not 
limited himself  in 
style or medium.
“I’ve been 
piercing for a long 
time too, I take a 
lot of  pride in the piercings that I do,” 
Monaghan said. “I 
can special order 
any type of  jewelry; 
if  you can think it, I 
can have it made.”
He will also do 
microdermal im-
plants, Monaghan 
said. Most of  the 
jewelry he uses 
at Art & Soul is 
made by a com-
pany in California. 
Monaghan prides himself  on the quality 
of  his jewelry, and that of  his piercings. 
Custom-design body jewelry is one of  
Monaghan’s strong suits, Merritt said.
Merritt was enthusiastic about 
Monaghan’s new shop. He explained that 
often, the waiting list for a tattoo can get 
very long, because there are so few options 
in Ellensburg. The artists at the Roost 
would prefer not to have to defer their cus-
tomers for so long; having the option of  
sending them to another artist in town if  
they prefer not to wait is important.
The opening of  another tattoo parlor 
in Ellensburg has given students not only a 
shorter waiting list, but more choice in art-
ists when they decide to get a tattoo.
Chanessa Knight, a freshman sociol-
ogy major, recently got a compass tattoo in 
the style of  a detailed line drawing, at Art 
& Soul. Monaghan 
had an existing de-
sign, Knight said, 
and was willing to 
work with her on 
the tattoo hours, 
despite her not hav-
ing a prior appoint-
ment.
“I had the idea, 
I knew what I want-
ed,” Knight said. 
“He just happened 
to have it drawn 
up.”
Knight said she was very happy with 
her tattoo, and with the pricing of  the tat-
too, which she said was very reasonable. 
The shop was comfortable, but clean, she 
said, and she was happy with the profes-
sionalism.
“Some tattoo places will take as long 
as they can, so they can charge that. He 
didn’t do that at all, he was very fair with 
his pricing, and it was worth it,” Knight 
said.
New tattoo shop brings soul
INK MASTER  Denver Monaghan, owner of Art and soul, does all kinds of tattoos, and enjoys giving people their first tattoos.
NiCk Terrel/observer
BY CodY BradFord
staff reporter
The sidewalks are dotted in places with 
cigarette butts. Stray plastic bottles and 
food wrappers are trapped amongst the 
bushes and the planters have a few weeds 
popping up. 
Thankfully, the Ellensburg Downtown 
Clean up is on its way.  This Saturday 
April 26, from 8 until noon, volunteers 
will be working on the sidewalks and 
planters. This is in preparation for spring 
events such as the “First Friday Art Walk” 
and the tourists who will be attending.
The event is organized by the Ellens-
burg Downtown Association (EDA) with 
support from city Parks and Recreation 
and the Noon Rotary Club. However, ad-
ditional volunteers are encouraged to join 
the  residents and students. Large groups 
planning to volunteer are asked to call 
ahead so they can be organized to work 
together on one of  the larger sections of  
the city.
EDA Director Carolyn Honeycutt said, 
“The focus is on preparing for tourists.” 
In addition to this, the cleaning will also 
simply improve the appearance of  the 
town for residents and students alike.
This event will primarily involve the 
cleaning, weeding and filling 
of  the planters 
and tiller boxes. 
Also included 
is the empty-
ing of  gar-
bage cans, 
collecting of  
the wind-scat-
tered litter, and 
power washing the 
sidewalks. The Noon Rotary 
Club in particular will be handling much 
of  the power washing themselves but, any 
additional machines will be of  help as 
well.
To prevent pollution, the city is putting 
lining in the drains to catch everything 
except the water. The power washers will 
be using only water, no chemicals or de-
tergents.
 The city will be providing some tools 
such as shovels and gloves. In addition to 
this, attendees are asked to bring any ad-
ditional tools they may wish, such as more 
gloves, brooms and gardening tools. Par-
ticipants are asked to gather at the Rotary 
Pavilion for assignments.
While some of  the local businesses 
don’t know that this event is happening, 
those that do are appreciative of  it. John 
and Mary Varner of  Bailey’s Bibliomania 
said, “Thumbs up for the volunteers who 
clean up the fl ower boxes and planters.” 
The scrubbing up of  the town should 
hopefully  encourage more of  the tourists 
to visit the many businesses Ellensburg has 
to offer.
Even Central clubs, such as Alpha 
Kappa Psi, are getting involved in the 
event.
“Being a professional business frater-
nity, Alpha Kappa Psi tries to take an ac-
tive role in the community,” Darik Brown, 
Alpha Kappa Psi member said. “We just 
like taking a role in the community, mak-
ing sure Ellensburg is a good place to be.”
For any students who would like to 
volunteer, this event will be the perfect 
chance to get those hours while also help-
ing to clean up the town in which they live.
I’ve been piercing for a 
long time too, I take a lot of 
pride in the piercings that I 
do ... I can special order any 
type of jewelry; if you can 
think it, I can have it made.
“
“
-Denver Monaghan
Owner of Art and Soul
They’re what drive me to 
succeed ... I wanted to pro-
vide for my family, and I’m 
very blessed to be able to do 
artwork for a living.
“ “
-Denver Monaghan
Owner of Art and Soul
Downtown 
Association 
plans cleanup 
project
Local artist opens shop on University Way
Art and Soul
Location: 504 W University 
Way (Next to Domino’s)
Hours: Noon - 7 p.m.
Phone: 541.705.5706
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Hundreds of courses offered online 
and in person across Washington state. 
Talk with an advisor or a representative in 
your program for course offerings and 
more information.
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Register:
May 5–June 25
i
  
C e n t r a l  W a s h i n g t o n  U n i v e r s i t y  •  l e a r n .  d o .  l i v e .
Six-week session:
June 23–August 1
Nine-week session: June 23–August 22
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. 
For accommodation e-mail: DS@cwu.edu
Movie Review: “Joe”
BY CollIn dYSarT
Assistant scene editor
“Joe” is a story 
of  redemption for 
the  title charac-
ter and Nicolas 
Cage’s career. 
Cage has endured 
tremendous fl ack 
from critics and 
audiences alike 
over the years. He 
is equated with 
paycheck B-fi lms 
and hammy acting. “Joe” is a reminder of  
the great actor he still is, and what he can 
bring to the screen.
Joe is a hardscrabble man of  the land. 
He is well intentioned and unapologeti-
cally fl awed and self-medicates with alco-
hol and prostitutes. Nevertheless, he wea-
rily drudges through his life as a leader of  
laborers in the back waters of  Mississippi. 
Joe’s mundane life shifts when he en-
counters down and out 15-year-old Gary. 
Gary is looking for work for himself  and 
his alcoholic father. Gary and Joe form a 
strong working relationship, which grows 
into something more profound as Joe 
comes to understand how deeply dys-
functional Gary’s home life is. Ultimately, 
Joe is forced to reconcile with how far he 
will go for someone in need. Can Joe save 
Gary without releasing his own demons 
in the process? And will these demons 
bring him to the edge as they have done 
before?
One of  the strongest elements of  the 
fi lm is its approach to violence and al-
coholism. The fi lm does not shy away 
from how violence and substance abuse 
profoundly shape the working class poor. 
Gary’s father beats him routinely. He 
smacks him around when he is drunk 
and when Gary won’t cough up money 
for booze. Gary’s father is characterized 
by his inability to control his violent ten-
dencies, whereas Joe drinks to suppress 
his demons. Sobriety is a rosy notion the 
fi lm does not acknowledge. Even Gary, 
who has suffered liquor infused violence 
gladly takes a beer when offered. 
Joe may be a savior of  sorts to Gary, 
but he is a savior with baggage. This is 
what sets this fi lm apart. Gary is forced 
to reconcile his broken life and strive for 
something better, on his own merit. Gary 
will probably never move away from 
his poverty stricken town, but he can be 
something better than his father or even 
Joe for that matter.
Cage gives a refreshingly subdued and 
complex performance. He plays the role 
with world-weary resignation in his eyes; 
he treats his worker’s with compassion 
and after a day’s work, defaults to a blank 
eyed stare while he sips his bourbon.  On 
the occasions when he loses his cool, the 
dormant violence inside him is enough to 
kill an entire barroom of  drunks.
Tye Sheridan, as Gary, is a movie star 
in the making. Sheridan made his debut in 
“The Tree of  Life”and turned heads for 
his role opposite Matthew McConaughey 
in “Mud.” He is a confi dent presence on 
screen and disarming in his naturalism. 
He reminded me of  James Dean in “Gi-
ant.” His intoxicating blend of  stoicism 
and smoldering emotional depths should 
ensure him a long career to come.
The fi lm’s fi nest performance is cour-
tesy of  Gary Poulter as Gary’s hard drink-
ing father. Poulter was a homeless street 
performer discovered by the director. It is 
Poulter’s fi rst and fi nal fi lm appearance. 
He was found dead in a puddle shortly 
before the fi lm’s release. It’s a naked and 
mesmerizing performance of  a seriously 
damaged individual. 
“Joe” is a great fi lm for what it avoids. 
It does not attempt to paint a rosy pic-
ture of  redemption. It accepts the limita-
tions of  its characters and honors them 
for their perseverance. Not enough fi lms 
acknowledge the bravery it often takes 
for  individuals to face their day to day 
struggles. These characters don’t dream 
big, they hope for a hot meal and bed.
Here’s to a new chapter for Nicolas 
Cage, hopefully. If  he can continue with 
these kind of  strong fi lms and characters, 
maybe we can forget “Ghost Rider” ever 
happened.
JoeFilM.NeT
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TRACK AND FIELD
GUN FIRES  Sprinters take off in this past weekends Spike Arlt Invitational.  Central’s Jordan Todd (third from left) and Kent McK-
inney finished in a tie for first place in the 100-yard dash.  The winning time was 11.02 seconds.
NICK TERREL/obSERvER
SPEED DEMON  Senior Scott Morrison 
won the 400 meter dash by 1.3 seconds.
DERRICK CLARIT/obSERvER
Wildcats dominate annual meet
VAULTING  Freshman McKenna Emmert prepares to pole vault at the Spike Arlt 
Invitational.  She is one of two female Central Washington pole vaulters.
NICK TERREL/obSERvER
ChanCe weeks-williams
Staff Reporter
On Saturday April 19, Central Wash-
ington University hosted the 20th annual 
Spike Arlt Invitational meet at Tomlinson 
Stadium where the sprinters and distance 
runners put their best foot forward. 
On the men’s side, Central took over 
the 100 and 200-meter dash with 1-2-3 
place finishes for each race. In the 100, 
Kent McKinney and Jordan Todd tied for 
first with a time of  11.02 seconds. Jona-
than Osborne finished third with an 11.08 
time. 
“We’re just really pleased that we com-
peted well,” head coach Kevin Adkisson 
said. “We just represented well here at our 
home track.”
In the 200, Harish Prasad, Scott Mor-
rison and Chayce Sather once again lined 
up the top three times for Central. Morri-
son also placed first in the 400-meter dash 
with a time of  50.57 seconds. 
Central took both the 4x100 and 4x400 
meter relay. The 4x100 team placed with 
a time of  44.29 seconds which was three 
seconds better than Puget Sound Univer-
sity, who came in second. 
Central Washington almost swept the 
110 meter hurdles with Bernari Sternen 
and Dennzell Mickleson taking first and 
second with times of  14.58 and 15.4 sec-
onds. 
In the long run
John Wojtech, took first in the 1500-me-
ter run with a time of  4:01.25 minutes. 
In the field events, junior Kevin Stan-
ley won both the hammer throw (54.64 
meters) and the shot put (15.05 meters). 
Another Wildcat, senior Eric Holmstrom, 
finished second in the shot put (14.82me-
ters). Freshman Isaac Messenger won the 
triple jump with a leap of  13.52 meters. 
In the long jump pit, Messenger and 
Prasad took second and third place. 
For the women’s team, Chelsea Gen-
ther and Jasmine Leaptrot-Atkins finished 
third and fourth in the 100-meter dash. 
In the 200 Ashley Harmon finished 
second with a time of  26.05 seconds. Jay-
na Inderbitzin took first in the 400 meter 
with a time of  58.78 seconds.
“It was just a hair under her PR (per-
sonal record) from last year. It was great 
to see her hit that at this time of  the sea-
son,” Adkisson said.
Tayler Fettig, Chelsea Genther, and 
Allsion Deck almost completed a sweep 
with a 1-2-3 place finish. Deck and Juli-
anna Joy finished second and third in the 
400-meter hurdle race.
Although no other teams had 4x400 
meter relay teams, Central Washington’s 
A team finished with a 4:07 minute time. 
However, the 4x100 team finished first.
Distancing themselves
Senior Connie Morgan continues 
to have a dominant senior season, as 
she won both the 800 (2:20.95 minutes) 
and 1500 (4:38.23 minutes) meter runs. 
Teammate Hannah Dowdell wasn’t far 
behind Morgan in the 1500, as she placed 
second with a time of  5:03.46. 
Adkisson said Morgan had been run-
ning solo for the majority of  the race.
“We know that now when she gets into 
a race that’s competitive, like conference 
will be, she’ll be ready to hit a really big 
mark,” Adkisson said. 
In the 3,000-meter run Central Wash-
ington runners Dani Eggleston and Me-
gan Rogers stole the first two spots. 
Tayler Fettig continued her dominance 
at the high jump beam with a 1.75-meter 
jump, which was not only enough to win 
the event, but was enough to qualify for 
nationals. 
The jumpers from Central also won 
the long jump with a 4.89-meter bounce 
from Juliana Joy and the triple jump with 
a 10.62-meter leap from Marinah Bent-
ley.
For the throwers, Becki Duhamel, 
Dorothy Moore and Sydney Jensen dom-
inated the hammer throw with first, sec-
ond, and third place. 
This weekend the team will head to 
Bellingham and Western Washington 
University for the Ralph Vernacchia In-
vitational. 
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SOFTBALL
1.800.230.PLAN
WWW.PPGWNI.ORG
Insured? Uninsured?
We’ve got you covered.
Providing confidential, affordable health care. 
Services include: birth control, STD testing and treatment, emergency 
contraception, free condoms, and family planning assistance.
613 N Pine St.
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Accepting new patients at our 
Ellensburg Health Center:
WE ARE OPEN FOR LUNCH 
Monday-Thursday at 11am-1:30pm 
and 
DINNERS 
Tuesday & Thursday from 5-7:30pm
theme
nights
coming
soon!
BY MEGAN SCHMITT
Staff Reporter
The Central Washington University 
softball team has been on fire the past 
couple of  weeks, winning its last six games. 
This has been a complete turnaround 
for the Wildcats. Prior to this winning 
streak, Central had lost five games in a 
row and seemed as if  its chance of  a con-
ference championship was out of  reach. It 
now seems the team has turned the tables 
and is now focusing on securing its spot in 
the Great Northwest Athletic Conference 
tournament.  
What has been the change of  direction 
with this recent success?
“We have a group of  talented girls who 
all understand the idea of  family and hav-
ing each other’s back,” head coach Mal-
lory Holtman said. 
This goes to show how the softball 
team has come together as one, to lead to 
its recent victories. 
In their last games, the Wildcats de-
feated Western Oregon (8-0 and 8-6) and 
Saint Martin’s University (9-3 and 3-1). 
Sunday was also the  celebration of   se-
nior day and the team’s last home game 
of  the season. 
“It was an exciting weekend for our 
team, especially knowing that this was the 
last time we will ever play at home togeth-
er,” senior pitcher Maria Gau said. “It was 
a great way to end my four years on our 
home field.
Gau has been playing softball for near-
ly 15 years and knows it will be a weird 
transition once it’s all over. 
“I’m going to miss playing with my 
teammates who have become my second 
family,” Gau said. 
Gau and senior second baseman Jill 
McDaniels were named GNAC players 
of  the week and have been crucial assets 
to the team. This past weekend Gau held 
the offense with her fourth win that week 
and 14th in the season. McDaniels went 
10-for-18 this past week, as well as hitting 
two homeruns and driving in eight runs. 
Gau and McDaniels are just a few of  the 
Wildcat seniors who will graduate this 
year, along with five others. 
 “Each and every senior has brought 
something to this team that will be either 
irreplaceable or hard shoes to fill,” sopho-
more short stop Andrea Hamada said. 
“They have showed us leadership and 
have led this team to its success this year 
and they will be missed greatly next year.” 
The Wildcats are now  25-14 on the 
season and 14-6 in GNAC play. Central 
is currently second place in the confer-
ence, trailing Western Oregon by just two 
games. 
The Wildcats will travel to Nampa, 
Idaho this upcoming week to take on 
Northwest Nazarene. They will be play-
ing a four-game series on April 25 and 26. 
Central hopes to keep its winning streak 
alive and continue on its journey to a 
possible conference championship in the 
GNAC tournament, which will be held in 
Richland, Wash., from May 1-3. 
“The girls are ready for it. We just need 
to focus on the goal and don’t take any 
team lightly,” Holtman said. “They need 
to play like this is the World Series.” 
The Wildcats had a weekend off  before 
they take on the Crusaders. 
“We’re preparing for Northwest Naza-
rene like every other team we have pre-
pared for,” Hamada said. “And that is to 
go in mentally and physically ready to 
play our best, because we know NNU is 
not going to give up till the last out of  each 
game.” 
Wildcats ready for tournament
SAFE  Freshman second baseman Sammy Morris slides safely into home in the Wildcats win against Saint Martin’s University. The Wildcats have won six games in a row and 
trail Western Oregon by two games for first place in the Great Northwest Athletic Conference. 
ALYSSA DARBY/oBSeRveR
BIG HITTER Senior second baseman 
Jill McDaniels waits for a pitch against 
Western Oregon. McDaniels leads the 
team with 39 hits, nine home runs and 35 
RBIs. 
DERRICK CLARIT/OBSERvER
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Wildcat softball looks to  nish strong
SOFTBALL
19.95
1011  West  Cascade  Court
Ellensburg,  WA  98926
(509 ) - 962 - 4630
aaawildcat@fairpoint.net
www.aaawildcat.com
BY DONNIE SANTOS
Staff Reporter
As the Wildcat’s (25-16 overall, 14-6 
GNAC) softball regular season comes to a 
close, the team is looking to add onto their 
six game win streak. 
The last series of  the regular season 
will be against Northwest Nazarene (11-
32, 3-17) in Nampa, Idaho.
“The girls have bought into the team 
philosophy,” head coach Mallory Holtman 
said.“We are taking it one game at a time 
and that has given us success throughout 
the year. This weekend is very important 
for us heading into the playoffs.”
The Wildcat’s have no intention on 
looking by NNU, who has not clinched a 
playoff  spot. 
“These are the teams that scare you 
the most,” senior second baseman Jill Mc-
Daniels said. “They have nothing to lose 
and defi nitely want to end their season on 
a high note upsetting us.”
The red-hot McDaniels has found her 
comfort zone in the middle of  the potent 
Wildcat offense. She went 6-for-12 with 
two home runs last weekend, bringing her 
season totals to .342 batting average and 
nine home runs. 
It’s not only the offense that is peaking 
at the right time of  the season. The Wild-
cat’s defense and pitching has been on 
point the last half  of  the season.   
Carrying most of  the load is senior 
pitcher Maria Gau, who has a 14-6 re-
cord, 2.30 ERA and 131 innings pitched. 
The right-hander has proven herself  as 
the team workhorse this season.
“At the beginning of  the season our of-
fense and defense would show up on differ-
ent times,” Gau said. “But lately it’s been 
all coming together. It’s very exciting.”
The Wildcat’s went 4-0 last weekend, 
sweeping Western Oregon and Saint Mar-
tin’s in both doubleheaders. 
It was the last home series of  the season 
for the Wildcat’s and the last home games 
ever for the seniors. 
This result made it a bittersweet expe-
rience for seniors Taryn Smith, Maikala 
Galusha, Jordan Zurfl uh, Gau and Mc-
Daniels.
The sunny weather not only brought 
good play from the Wildcat’s, but packed 
seating all around the fi eld. 
“It was the best way to go out,” Gau 
said, “We got so much support from stu-
dents and other athletic teams. It was a 
great day.”
Games versus NNU will be played on 
Friday and Saturday. It will be one last 
tune up before the GNAC conference 
tournament in Richland, Wash.
Wildcats sit just two games back of  
conference leader Western Oregon Uni-
versity.
Central needs Western Oregon to lose 
at least two games for a chance at the reg-
ular season conference title.
“It’s not going to be easy,” Holtman 
said. “But we are going to end the regu-
lar season strong. We aren’t looking past 
anyone.”
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PAINTIN’ THE CORNER  Sophomore catcher Austin Wilkerson sets up to recieve 
a pitch in a game against Western oregon University. Wilkerson went 3-for-7 at the 
plate on the day.
DeRRICK CLARIT/oBSeRveR
JOIN THE CONVERSATION WITH A 
TWEET AND THE HASHTAG
#CWUSOFTBALL
The CWU SOLVER Scholars Program provides scholarships of up 
to $10,000 per year for a period of up to two years, plus financial, 
academic, social, and professional support for underrepresented 
minority, financially disadvantaged students who are pursuing  
degrees in science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM).  
        For more information,  
        or to apply, please visit: 
        www.cwu.edu/solver
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation e-mail: DS@cwu.edu  
13840214B
Application deadline is May 15 for full consideration.
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BASEBALL
Wildcats take the bus for last nine games
SAFE AT HOME  Senior third baseman Scott Stone slides into home plate trying to aviod the tag in one of Central’s four wins against Holy Names University last weekend. 
Stone is tied for the team lead with four home runs and is second with 13 RBIs. 
NICK TERREL/OBSERVER
BY SPENCER HANSEN
Staff Reporter
Central Washington University’s base-
ball team heads east this coming week 
looking to keep pace in the Great North-
west Athletic Conference standings.
 Central will meet non-conference Di-
vision III opponent Whitworth University 
Pirates in Spokane.  The Wildcats took the 
last meeting between the teams in Ellens-
burg earlier this season.  Over the week-
end they’ll face-off  with conference foe 
Montana State-Billings for four games.  
The Wildcats come off  a clean sweep 
of  Holy Names University where they 
outscored the Hawks 40-12 over four 
games. Central has won six games in a row 
and 13 of  their last 16 to fi nd themselves 
in sole possession of  second place in the 
GNAC, trailing Western Oregon by only 
two games in the loss column. 
“We just want to take it one game at 
a time,” senior Ethan Sterkel said. “Obvi-
ously in baseball you can lose one game 
pretty easily. It’s just a bounce away.”
Billings is 
11-25 overall 
and 8-14 in 
GNAC play 
and sits in the 
cellar of  the 
c o n f e r e n c e 
s t a n d i n g s . 
Montana State 
has lost six of  
their last ten 
with two series 
remaining be-
fore the GNAC 
conference tournament.  The Yellow Jack-
ets are led offensively by Brody Miller 
who is hitting .416, best in the conference, 
along with fi ve homers and 29 RBIs.
The Wildcats come into the upcoming 
series at 25-14 overall and 14-10 in con-
ference play. Central is 8-8 in away games 
this season, but has taken three of  the last 
four road contests.
It seems, as of  late, that every Wildcat 
hitter is swinging a hot bat. The Wildcats 
are hitting .288 as a team and Ethan Ster-
kel leads all hitters with a .390 average. 
Sterkel has raised his average 60 points 
over the past month.  
“We don’t care who we play, we just 
want to get better,” Head Coach Desi Sto-
rey said. Storey also gave high praise for 
Sterkel, commenting he’s been on a roll. 
Top to bottom, this Wildcats lineup has 
been tearing the cover off  the ball with fi ve 
players hitting above .300. Junior infi elder 
Kasey Bielec has also been a key contribu-
tor in the heart of  the order; consistently 
having great at bats on his way to six home 
runs and 35 RBIs this year. 
Both of  these teams can swing the bat 
really well and pitching could loom large 
in this series, especially later in the series. 
The Wildcat’s have been benefi ciaries of  
great starting pitching lately and as a result 
the bullpen has stayed healthy and rested. 
The series could come down to whose 
bullpen is better and how much work they 
get.  Short-handed starting pitching for ei-
ther team could result in a small bullpen 
on the day-two double-header. 
Montana State’s team ERA is 4.81, 
but reliever Jake Mills has been a pleasant 
surprise with a 1.95 ERA and only sur-
rendering seven earned runs in 32 innings 
pitched. Billings has given up a league- 
leading 16 homeruns this season.  
The Wildcats pitching staff  has been a 
large part of  the reason they turned their 
season around at an early point.  They 
have relied on stellar starting pitching and 
a bullpen that has shut the door in late-
inning situations all year. 
Central is led by junior closer Cory 
Welch who sports a 0.68 ERA. He’s been 
nearly unhittable late in games and leads 
the conference with 10 saves.  Welch has 
seemed to shine when the spotlight is the 
brightest. Senior reliever Max Dickinson 
has also been a steady hand out of  the 
bullpen to set-up for Welch late in ball 
games.  
The Cats starting rotation has also been 
stellar.  They have gone late into games 
and really helped to save bullpen arms 
and keep them fresh for the stretch-run. 
Junior Brandon Williams leads all Central 
starters with seven wins and a 2.19 ERA. 
Senior Kurtis Pitcher has been a pleas-
ant surprise in his fi rst year with the team 
sporting a 3.69 ERA and striking out 11 in 
his last outing versus Holy Names. 
“I think just in general our whole 
team was working together,” Pitcher said. 
“We’re just hungry, we’re hungry for it.” 
The Wildcats will play two double-
headers in Billings against the Yellow Jack-
ets and the following weekend will hit the 
road again to play Saint Martin’s in their 
conference fi nale before the GNAC tour-
nament. 
  We just want to take 
it one game at a time.
Obviously in baseball you 
can lose one game pretty 
easily. It’s just a bounce 
away.
“
“
-ETHAN STERKEL
Senior right fielder
CELEBRATION  Wildcat teammates 
rejoice after two runs score against Holy 
Names University.
COURTNEY LEWIS/OBSERVER
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MEN’S CLUB LACROSSE
Take EWU with you this summer  |  ewu.edu/summer
summer
think 
BY DILLON PETERSON
Staff Reporter
The Central Washington University 
lacrosse club concluded its season last Sat-
urday, April 19, playing against the Wash-
ington State University Cougars. 
The game started off  well for Central, 
who took a 2-1 lead in the fi rst quarter.
Central fought hard throughout the 
fi rst half  but trailed 3-10 heading into 
halftime.
Central was missing one of  its key play-
ers, senior Jeremy Veilleux, who was out 
with a concussion from the previous game. 
Last week Central lost to Puget Sound, 
knocking them out of  the playoff  run. 
“This team is like a family and every-
one trusts and respects each other which is 
what you have to have or it’ll show on the 
fi eld,” Veilleux said.
Sophomore Chris McGuire was Cen-
tral’s lead scorer in the tough loss to the 
Cougars with three goals made. 
“Our goal is to improve more, practice 
more with more commitment, we became 
a family this season defi nitely,” McGuire 
said.
The second half  was a little different 
than the fi rst. Central came out hot, scor-
ing fi rst but that changed. 
Washington State opened up the half  
inspired and started to pour it onto Cen-
tral, winning the game 21-6. 
“We were really young this year with 
only three true seniors and 21 returners 
coming into next year,” head coach Kellen 
Gallacher said. “Next year looks bright, 
but we never put it together this year with 
an up and down year.”
Central’s club team is getting bigger 
and according to Gallacher, anyone can 
come out to play.
“It’s one of  those sports that if  you’re 
athletic and like competing it’s somewhere 
you can come here and pick up some 
skills,” Gallacher said. “Anyone looking for 
a new sport, football players pick it up, it’s 
a fast contact sport.”
Lacrosse 
season 
over
CORNER MAN  Sophomore midfielder Chris McGuire looks for a shot in last weekends game against Washington State Univer-
sity. Central lost the game 21-6 and finished the season with a 1-12 record. 
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